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ABSTRACT

We calculate the large-scale cosmic-ray (CR) anisotropies predicted for a range of Goldreich-Sridhar
(GS) and isotropic models of interstellar turbulence, and compare them with IceTop data. In general,
the predicted CR anisotropy is not a pure dipole; the cold spots reported at 400TeV and 2PeV are
consistent with a GS model that contains a smooth deficit of parallel-propagating waves and a broad
resonance function, although some other possibilities cannot, as yet, be ruled out. In particular,
isotropic fast magnetosonic wave turbulence can match the observations at high energy, but cannot
accommodate an energy-dependence in the shape of the CR anisotropy. Our findings suggest that
improved data on the large-scale CR anisotropy could provide a valuable probe of the properties —
notably the power-spectrum — of the local interstellar turbulence.
Subject headings: (ISM:) cosmic rays — ISM: magnetic fields

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we focus on possible role of turbulence in
the local interstellar medium in shaping the large-scale or
global anisotropy of cosmic rays (CRs) of energy between
100 TeV and a few PeV, i.e., on features in their angular
distribution that are larger than several tens of degrees in
size. Theoretically, one expects this anisotropy to be ori-
ented along the local magnetic field. Indeed, aside from a
small distortion attributable to the draping of field lines
around the heliosphere, Schwadron et al. (2014) find that
the direction of the global anisotropy of TeV CR is
compatible with that of the local field as deduced both
from the IBEX ribbon, and from polarization of opti-
cal starlight from nearby stars (Frisch et al. 2012, 2015).
However, both the amplitude and the shape of the global
anisotropy remain unexplained. Until now, the ampli-
tude has attracted most attention (Blasi & Amato 2012;
Pohl & Eichler 2013; Kumar & Eichler 2014). Here we
are primarily concerned with the shape and its potential
to provide information on the turbulent component of
the local field.
Anisotropies in the arrival directions of TeV–PeV cos-

mic rays (CRs) have been detected in both hemispheres
and at multiple angular scales by several observato-
ries (a review of experimental results is presented in
Di Sciascio & Iuppa 2014). However, the most useful
datasets for our purposes are those published by the Ice-
Cube/IceTop collaboration (Aartsen et al. 2013, 2016).
A dipole anisotropy, such as would be expected if

the Solar System were drifting through an isotropic
distribution of CRs, is clearly ruled out by the data
(Aartsen et al. 2013, 2016), at least for CRs of en-
ergy & 100TeV. Instead, IceTop has detected a rela-
tively small cold spot in its field of view, whereas the
CR flux in the rest of the observed sky is much more
isotropic. The typical size of the cold spot is ≈ 30◦ for
the data set with 400TeV median energy, and ≈ 40◦ at
2PeV (Aartsen et al. 2013). A dipole anisotropy would
produce a larger cold spot, as well as an undetected max-
imum in the CR flux in the observed part of the sky at
the opposite value of the cold spot’s right ascension.

Although the partial sky coverage of IceTop/IceCube
can give rise to artefacts (e.g. Ahlers et al. 2016), we take
these data at face value and address the question of how
they can be used to constrain the nature of the turbu-
lence underlying CR transport. Although attempts to go
beyond the pure dipole description have been made —
e.g., by Zhang et al. (2014), who represented the large-
scale anisotropy phenomenologically as a sum of Legen-
dre polynomials — a quantitative approach to the ques-
tion that specifically relates it to turbulence models has,
so far, not been attempted.
In this paper, we compute the anisotropies that

arise from an anisotropic spectrum of Alfvén waves
of Goldreich-Sridhar type (Sridhar & Goldreich 1994;
Goldreich & Sridhar 1995), as well as from an isotropic
distribution of fast magnetosonic modes with a power-
spectrum compatible with that found in the MHD sim-
ulations of Cho & Lazarian (2002). The pitch-angle
scattering rates for these models have been calcu-
lated previously by, for example, Chandran (2000) and
Yan & Lazarian (2002, 2004, 2008), but these authors
did not use them to predict the CR anisotropy. Each
hypothesis necessarily contains input of a phenomeno-
logical nature concerning the precise functional form of
the anisotropy, as well as the so-called “resonance func-
tion”. We find the data yield constraints on these inputs,
as well as on quantities such as the Alfvén speed and the
outer length scale of the turbulent spectrum. Our ap-
proach is similar in spirit to that of Malkov et al. (2010),
who addressed the problem of anisotropies on small an-
gular scales. The main methodological differences are
that we use the full general solution of the equation for
CR pitch-angle diffusion, compute the angular diffusion
coefficients numerically, and use more recent data on the
direction of the local magnetic field.
In Section 2 the general expression for the CR

anisotropy as a function of the CR pitch-angle is derived.
Section 3 presents calculations of this anisotropy, both
for Alfvénic turbulence with an anisotropic Goldreich-
Sridhar power-spectrum, and for compressible turbu-
lence with isotropic fast magnetosonic modes. We then
discuss the implications of our findings and the validity
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of our assumptions in Section 4, and summarize our main
results in Section 5.

2. CR ANISOTROPY AND PITCH-ANGLE DIFFUSION

The CR anisotropy at Earth is shaped by our local
environment, which, according to studies of the polar-
ization of optical light from nearby stars (Frisch et al.
2012, 2015), contains a magnetic field that is coher-
ent in direction over a few tens of parsecs — see Sec-
tion 4 for a discussion on the nature and direction of
this field. Since the Larmor radius of TeV–PeV CRs,
rL ∼ (10−4−1) pc, is relatively small, this field is viewed
by them as a quasi-homogeneous field, that dominates
their propagation in the vicinity of the Solar system. As
noted above, this is confirmed by the fact that the ob-
served CR anisotropy direction is compatible with the
direction of the local field. Therefore, in the following,
we adopt a model in which CRs propagate in a mag-
netic flux tube of length between ∼ 10 and a few times
10 parsecs. Schwadron et al. (2014) find that the energy
density in turbulence on scales of the Larmor radii of
TeV–PeV CRs is quite small compared to that in the
coherent field, and, moreover, note that cross-field diffu-
sion is not expected to influence the global anisotropy.
Therefore, we assume that the transport of CRs is de-
scribed by pitch-angle diffusion along a local, uniform
flux tube, and look for a stationary solution of the
transport equation governing the pitch-angle distribution
f(x, µ) of CRs (e.g., Vedenov et al. 1962; Malkov et al.
2010; Malkov & Sagdeev 2015):

µv
∂f

∂x
=

∂

∂µ

(

Dµµ
∂f

∂µ

)

, (1)

where µ is the cosine of the CR pitch-angle ϑ, x the
spatial coordinate along the flux tube, and Dµµ is the
pitch-angle diffusion coefficient, which vanishes at µ =
±1 and is positive definite in the range −1 < µ < 1.

2.1. CR anisotropy

A standard approach to equations of the form of (1)
is to separate the variables and expand in eigenfunctions
(e.g., Bethe et al. 1938):

f(x, µ) =
∑

i

aie
Λix/vQi(µ) , (2)

where the eigenvalues Λi and eigenfunctions Qi(µ) obey

ΛiµQi =
∂

∂µ
Dµµ

∂

∂µ
Qi , (3)

together with boundary conditions on Qi that ensure reg-
ularity and single-valuedness, i.e., ±ΛiQi = −D′

µµQ
′
i at

µ = ±1 (where ′ means differentiation with respect to
µ). However, this method is not guaranteed to work,
because the weighting function, µ, on the left-hand side
of Eq. (3) has a zero within the relevant range. The
problem then arises that that the Qi do not form a com-
plete set of functions on the range −1 ≤ µ ≤ 1. For-
tunately, this can be remedied simply by adding a spe-
cial solution, the diffusion solution, to the expansion in
Eq. (2) (Fisch & Kruskal 1980):

fdiff = adiff [x+ g(µ)] , (4)

where adiff is a constant and g(µ) is a solution of

∂

∂µ
Dµµ

∂

∂µ
g = vµ , (5)

that satisfies the regularity conditions at µ = ±1. The
general solution can then be written:

f(x, µ) =
∑

i

aie
Λix/vQi(µ) + adiff [x+ g(µ)] , (6)

and, because g is defined to within an arbitrary, additive
constant, we can impose the additional condition

∫ 1

−1

dµ g(µ) = 0 . (7)

Note that the Qi are orthogonal with the weighting func-
tion µ:

∫ 1

−1

dµQiµQj = 0 , (8)

for Λi 6= Λj, and g is orthogonal to all the Qi except
for the isotropic eigenfunction Q0 = 1 with eigenvalue
Λ0 = 0:

∫ 1

−1

dµQiµg = 0 , (9)

for Λi 6= 0. The eigenvalues themselves can be ordered
such that Λi+1 > Λi, and occur in pairs with opposite
signs: Λi = −Λ−i.
The energy E of the CR enters this problem as a pa-

rameter: if the diffusion coefficient is a function of E,
then so are Λi, Qi and g.
Let us assume that the Earth is located at x = 0.

We wish to impose boundary conditions “far” from the
Earth and examine the anisotropy expected at Earth.
First, note that the CR flux S is a conserved quantity:
dS/dx = 0, since it is assumed that there are no sources
of CR within the flux tube. Then, using (5), (6) and (8):

S =
v

2

∫ 1

−1

dµµf = −adiff
2

∫ 1

−1

dµDµµ (g
′)
2
, (10)

Now consider boundaries at x = ±d (d > 0), and impose
a positive flux, so that adiff < 0. This procedure is valid
as long as there is a non-zero component of the global CR
density gradient when projected onto the x-axis, what-
ever its origin — see Section 4 for a more detailed dis-
cussion of this point. In principle, the solution at the
boundaries can contain the diffusive solution plus an ar-
bitrary isotropic component, plus components that will
either decay or grow exponentially as one moves from the
boundary towards Earth. If d is large, in the sense that

exp (−Λ1d/v) ≪ 1 , (11)

then it is clear from Eq. (6) that the terms with Λi > 0
are important only in a boundary layer close to x = −d,
and those with Λi < 0 are important only the corre-
sponding layer close to x = d. In this case, within most
of the flux tube, including the position of the Earth, the
solution is accurately represented by

f(x, µ) = a0 + adiff [x+ g(µ)] . (12)
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In this region, a spatial diffusion coefficient, κ‖ and its
associated mean free path λ‖ can be defined via Fick’s
Law:

κ‖ = − S
∂f/∂x

=
1

2

∫ 1

−1

dµDµµ (g
′)
2

(13)

λ‖ =
3

v
κ‖ . (14)

Equation (5) with the condition (7) can be solved to
give

g(µ) = −v

2

∫ µ

0

dµ′ 1− µ′2

Dµ′µ′

, (15)

so that

κ‖ =
v2

4

∫ 1

0

dµ

(

1− µ2
)2

Dµµ
(16)

(cf. Hasselmann & Wibberenz 1970).
Note that eq. (11) is a sufficient condition for the accu-

racy of (12), which is usually called the “diffusion approx-
imation”. There is, in particular, no formal restriction on
the size of the mean free path λ‖, which can substantially
exceed the length 2d of the flux tube without jeopardis-
ing the applicability of the diffusion approximation. The
relationship between λ‖ and Λ1 depends on the func-
tional form of the pitch-angle diffusion coefficient Dµµ.
In the following, we evaluate these quantities using the
method outlined in Kirk et al. (2000). Since we consider
only Dµµ which are even functions of µ, the anisotropy is
an odd function. Furthermore, the properties of the lo-
cal turbulence constrain only the shape of the anisotropy,
whereas its amplitude depends on the externally imposed
flux. Therefore, we work with the normalized quantity

ĝ(µ) = g(µ)/g(1) (17)

on the range 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, and, in order to simplify the
notation, will drop the circumflex from here onwards. In
the special case of isotropic pitch-angle diffusion, Dµµ ∝
1 − µ2, one finds Λ1/v = 7.26/λ‖. This is also the only
case in which the anisotropy has exactly the form of a
dipole: g(µ) = µ.

2.2. Pitch-angle diffusion

In the so-called “quasi-linear” approach, the pitch-
angle diffusion coefficient is computed from the expres-
sion (e.g. Kulsrud & Pearce 1969; Völk 1973, 1975):

Dµµ = Ω2
(

1− µ2
)

∫

d3k

∫ ∞

0

dτ

∞
∑

n=−∞

(

n2J2
n(z)

z2
MA(k, τ) +

k2‖J
′2
n (z)

k2
MP(k, τ)

)

,

(18)

where Ω is the Larmor frequency, k = |k|, k‖ and k⊥
are the component of k parallel and perpendicular to the

local field lines, respectively, z = k⊥lε
√

1− µ2, where l is
the outer scale of the turbulence, and ε = v/(lΩ) = rL/l.

The quantities MA and MP represent the normalized
wave power spectra:

Mw(k, τ) = 〈B1,w(k, t) ·B∗
1,w(k, t+ τ)〉/B2

0 , (19)

where w ∈ {A,P}, and 〈 〉 represents the ensemble-
average. B0 is the regular part of the local (within a
few tens of parsecs) magnetic field and B1,w is the tur-
bulent field of mode “w” within this flux tube. Following
Chandran (2000), we assume equipartition between the
magnetic and kinetic energy densities, and equal energy
densities in each wave mode, and chose the normalization
of the fluctuations such that the total magnetic energy in
turbulence of wavelength shorter than that of the outer
scale, l, equals that in the ambient field B0. Shear Alfvén
waves, which are described by MA, do not possess a fluc-
tuating component of the magnetic field in the direction
parallel to the ambient field and, therefore, do not con-
tribute to the n = 0 term in the summation. On the other
hand, the slow and fast modes in compressible MHD, as
well as the pseudo-Alfvén mode in the model of incom-
pressible MHD do have such a component, and a corre-
sponding contribution to this term. Their power spectra
are described by MP. Below, we consider a compressible
turbulence model in which the fast mode dominates over
the slow mode, in which case we replace the suffix “P” by
“F”. We also consider an incompressible model in which
only the pseudo-Alfvén mode contributes to this term.
In this case, because this mode can be considered as the
analog of a slow mode, we replace “P” by “S”.

2.2.1. Resonance functions

Expression (18) for Dµµ can be written in terms of a
resonance function Rn(k‖v‖ − ω+ nΩ) that incorporates
the integral over τ :

Dµµ = Ω2
(

1− µ2
)

∫

d3k

∞
∑

n=−∞

(

n2J2
n(z)

z2
IA(k)

+
k2‖J

′2
n (z)

k2
IS,F(k)

)

×Rn(k‖v‖ − ω + nΩ) ,

(20)

where IA,S,F are the normalized energy spectra corre-
sponding to the power spectra MA,S,F.
In quasi-linear theory (e.g., Jokipii 1966), the reso-

nance function Rn is a delta function. The shortcom-
ings of this theory, such as the 90◦-scattering problem
(Jones et al. 1978) are well known. We note that this
theory cannot account for the CR anisotropy data: as
we show in Section 3, a broad peak in Dµµ/(1 − µ2)
around µ = 0 is essential to reproduce the flattening ob-
served in the CR anisotropy data by IceTop and IceCube
for CRs with pitch-angles around ϑ = 90◦. Therefore, in
this study, we consider two generic, phenomenological
resonance functions.
For the first type of resonance function we choose a

Breit-Wigner distribution:

Rn,1(k‖v‖ − ω + nΩ)

= Re

(∫ ∞

0

dτ e−i(k‖v‖−ω+nΩ)τ−τ/τw

)

=
τ−1
w

(k‖v‖ − ω + nΩ)2 + τ−2
w

(21)
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where the broadening of the resonance, described by
τw with w ∈ A,F , is assumed to be dominated by
the Lagrangian correlation time for the turbulence.
For Alfvén and slow (or pseudo-Alfvén) modes, τA =

l1/3/(vAk
2/3
⊥ ) (Goldreich & Sridhar 1995), where vA is

the Alfvén velocity. This function corresponds to that
used by Chandran (2000). In the case of fast modes,
Cho & Lazarian (2002) found cascading on a time scale
l1/2vA/(k

1/2v2l ), where vl is the turbulent velocity (at the
injection scale). We take vl ≈ vA, because the turbulence
in the interstellar medium is thought to have an Alfvén
Mach number MA ∼ 1. Therefore, τF = l/(vAk̃

1/2).
For the second type of resonance function, we choose

the function proposed by Yan & Lazarian (2008). The
magnetic field strength experienced by a cosmic ray de-
pends on its location in space, both due to the fluctua-
tions of the small scale magnetic field B1, and to the fluc-
tuation of the local large-scale field B0 within our local
flux tube. The latter effect therefore includes focussing
(or defocussing) of local magnetic field lines, which is not
taken into account by Rn,1. Since the adiabatic invari-
ant v2⊥/B is conserved under large-scale fluctuations, the
CR pitch-angle varies, which leads to a broadening of the
resonance. It can be shown that variations induced in v‖
are dominated by the variations δB‖ in the parallel mag-
netic field (Völk 1975; Yan & Lazarian 2008), in terms
of which it can be written:

Rn,2(k‖v‖ − ω + nΩ)

= Re

(

∫ ∞

0

dτ e−i(k‖v‖−ω+nΩ)τ−k2

‖v
2

⊥δMAτ2/4

)

=

√
π

∣

∣k‖
∣

∣ v⊥δM1/2
A

exp

(

− (k‖v‖ − ω + nΩ)2

k2‖v
2
⊥δMA

)

(22)

where δMA = 2
√

〈δB2
‖〉/B2

0 . Yan & Lazarian (2008)

identified δMA with the Alfvén Mach number MA of
the turbulence. However, in our case, the fluctuations of
relevance for the shape of the CR anisotropy are those
experienced by CRs within our local magnetic flux tube,
which, for consistency, are assumed to be smaller than
the Alfvén Mach number of the turbulence. In order to
exhibit the sensitivity of our results to the unknown local
value of δMA, we perform calculations for five different
values: δMA = 0.01, 0.033, 0.1, 0.33, and 1.

2.2.2. Turbulence models

One of the leading theories of incompressible MHD
turbulence is that of Goldreich & Sridhar (1995), which
predicts an anisotropic power-spectrum for both Alfvén
and pseudo-Alfvén modes. Fluctuations with |k‖| &

|k⊥|2/3l−1/3 are expected to be strongly suppressed, in
agreement with MHD simulations of Cho et al. (2002).
Below, we investigate the effects on the CR anisotropy,
using two phenomenological prescriptions for the sup-
pression taken from the literature: IA,S = IA,S,1 ∝
k
−10/3
⊥ h(k‖l

1/3/k
2/3
⊥ ) where h(y) = 1 if |y| < 1, and

h = 0 otherwise (see Chandran (2000)), and IA,S =

IA,S,2 ∝ k
−10/3
⊥ exp(−k‖l

1/3/k
2/3
⊥ ) (see Cho et al. (2002),

Yan & Lazarian (2002)). The latter presents a less

abrupt cutoff in k‖ than the former, which influences the
resulting shape of the CR anisotropy, and the CR mean
free path — see Section 3.
In the case of compressible turbulence, we keep the

same expressions for Alfvén and slow modes. We as-
sume that fast magnetosonic modes have an isotropic
energy spectrum, following IM(k) ∝ k−3/2, as was found
in Cho & Lazarian (2002)’s simulations of compressible
MHD turbulence.
To summarize, we consider the anisotropies generated

by six distinct turbulence models, whose properties are
listed in Table 1.

3. RESULTS

For each of the models listed in Table 1, we first calcu-
late the (dimensionless) pitch-angle scattering frequency
ν(µ) = 2Dµµ/(1 − µ2)× (l/v) using Eq. (20). Then, we
derive the smallest positive eigenvalue Λ1, by applying
the method described in Kirk et al. (2000) to Eq. (3),
and the normalized anisotropy g(µ), using Eqs. (15) and
(17). (Note that isotropic CR scattering corresponds to
ν(µ) = constant and g(µ) = µ.)
In terms of an outer turbulence scale l = l100 pc×100 pc

and a magnetic field B0 = B6µG × 6µG, one has ε =

1.8×10−3ECR, 1 PeV l−1
100 pcB

−1
6µG, where ECR, 1 PeV is the

CR energy in units of 1 PeV. Therefore, assuming an
outer scale-length between 1 and 100 pc (see Sect. 4), the
relevant range of the parameter ε is ∼ 10−1 − 10−3, for
PeV CRs, and an order of magnitude smaller for 100TeV
CRs. For δ = vA/v, an interstellar Alfvén speed between

10 and 300 kms−1 implies values between 3 × 10−5 and
10−3, and for the rather uncertain parameter δMA we
adopt the range 10−2–1.
We use analytical expressions forDµµ only in model A;

in the other five models we calculate Dµµ by integrating
Eq. (20) numerically; details are given in Appendix A.
For Goldreich-Sridhar (GS) turbulence, we compute both
the n = ±1 term of the contribution from Alfvén modes,
and the n = 0 term for pseudo-Alfvén modes —see for-
mulae in Appendix A. As a safety check, we have also
calculated the n = ±1 term for pseudo-Alfvén modes for
models B, C, and D — see Eqs. (A5), (A8), and (A11)
— and find that the impact of these terms on ν and g is
negligible.
Our predictions rely on the assumption that the

boundary layers at the ends of the flux tube containing
the Earth are narrow. Specifically, we interpret Eq. (11)
as the requirement exp(−Λ1d/v) < 0.10, which implies

v/(Λ1l) < 0.43 d/l

= 0.43 (ε/(3.6× 10−3)) (d/50 pc)E−1
PeV B6µG

(23)

Note that if ε is sufficiently large, one can fit several
times the length of the outer scale within d, which allows
for v/(Λ1l) > 0.43. In this case, our computation of Dµµ

implicitly assumes that the energy density in fluctuations
of wave length between l and d is negligible. On the other
hand, if l exceeds the chosen value for d, condition (23)
is too strict, since most of the turbulence power is in
modes with 1/|k| ∼ l, and the field lines are expected to
remain coherent on scales of a fraction of l, which imples
an effective flux tube length . l/2. Choosing B6µG = 1,
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TABLE 1
Properties of the turbulence models

Model Type Spectrum Resonance function Section Figures

A GS (incompressible) Anisotropic Heaviside (IA,S,1) Narrow – Rn,1(δ = vA/v) 3.1.1 3
B GS (incompressible) Anisotropic Exponential (IA,S,2) Narrow – Rn,1(δ = vA/v) 3.1.2 4
C GS (incompressible) Anisotropic Heaviside (IA,S,1) Broad – Rn,2(δMA) 3.1.3 5
D GS (incompressible) Anisotropic Exponential (IA,S,2) Broad – Rn,2(δMA) 3.1.4 6, 7
E Fast modes (compressible) Isotropic IM ∝ k−3/2 Narrow – Rn,1(δ = vA/v) 3.2.1 8
F Fast modes (compressible) Isotropic IM ∝ k−3/2 Broad – Rn,2(δMA) 3.2.2 9

and d = 50pc, we therefore adopt

v

Λ1l
≤ 0.43 max

(

1

2
,

ε

3.6× 10−3

)

, (24)

as the criterion for acceptability of a turbulence model.
For a range of the parameters δ and δMA, Fig. 1 plots

v/ (Λ1l) as a function of ε for all six models listed in Ta-
ble 1: A, B and E in the left panel, and C, D and F in
the right panel. Models that fail to meet criterion (24)
fall in the grey shaded region (for CRs of energy 1PeV),
or above the dashed grey line (for CRs of 100TeV). In
the latter case, the additional constraint ε < 0.025 is in-
cluded, which is an approximate implementation of the
requirement that rL < l also for CRs of several PeV.
Model A is the most strongly affected by this criterion:
out of the eight cases chosen only {ε, δ} = {10−1, 10−3}
is outside the shaded area. The fact that the observer
is in the boundary layers (see Sect. 2.1) for such a large
fraction of parameter space is due to the fact that ν ≪ 1
over a large range of µ. The CR mean free path λ‖ is also
quite large (λ‖/l versus ε is plotted in Fig. 11 (left panel),

in Appendix B), ranging from ≃ 70 l to ≃ 2.0×103 l, sub-
stantially larger than the outer scale of the turbulence.
In most cases, Λ1λ‖/v ∼ 10, which implies that the dis-
tance between Earth and the boundaries of the flux tube
must be ≈ a few × λ‖/10 for criterion Eq. (11) to be
satisfied.
Our results on the anisotropy are presented in several

ways. First, we quantify the ability of each model to
give rise to a “hole” in the CR flux — which in our
treatment can only occur axisymmetrically, i.e., around a
direction parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field —
by plotting angular half-width, ϑ1/2, defined such that:

g
(

cosϑ1/2

)

= 1/2 . (25)

This quantity is plotted in Fig. 2. In the upper left
panel, the analytic formulae given by Chandran (2000)
for model A, are exploited to present the half-width as a
function of ε for a very wide range of δ. The upper right
panel (for models A, B and E) and lower left panel (for
models C, D and F) also show ϑ1/2 as a function of ε,
but for a more limited range of δ and δMA. Finally, the
lower right panel illustrates the functional dependence of
ϑ1/2 on δMA for models C, D and F, for various values
of ε. In each plot, we also show the result for a dipole
anisotropy: ϑ1/2 = 60◦, and highlight those models that
lie in the allowed region in Fig. 1.
Each of the following seven figures presents panels con-

taining details of the predicted anisotropy for the models
in Table 1. As well as plots of the dimensionless scatter-
ing frequency ν(µ) and the normalized anisotropy g(µ)
against µ, we also present 2D skymaps of the anisotropy

and comparisons with the IceTop measurements. To con-
struct these, we assume the interstellar magnetic field
(which is measured with a precision of ≈ 20◦ − 30◦) lies
in the direction (lGal = 47◦, bGal = 25◦), as given in
Table 1 of Frisch et al. (2012). This choice leads to a
minimum of the anisotropy at the same right ascension
as that observed. At 400TeV and 2PeV median energy,
IceTop provides variation ∆N/〈N〉 of the CR flux as a
function of right ascension, averaged over declinations
between −75◦ and −35◦ (Aartsen et al. 2013). To com-
pare these data with our predictions, we integrate our
(axisymmetric) anisotropy over the range of phase and
µ corresponding to IceTop’s range of declination, add a
constant to ensure that the average over right ascension
vanishes, and normalize the minimum value to coincide
with the IceTop data.

3.1. Goldreich-Sridhar turbulence

Let us first consider incompressible Alfvénic turbulence
with a GS power-spectrum.

3.1.1. Model A (IA,S = IA,S,1 and Rn = Rn,1)

In Fig. 3, we plot ν and g versus µ in the upper panels
for δ = 3× 10−5, using red, black and green dotted lines,
for ε = 10−1, ε = 10−2 and ε = 10−3, respectively. The
transition from the minimum of ν being located at small
µ to it being located at µ → 1 corresponds to a transi-
tion in the shape of g(µ): It changes from a function with
ϑ1/2 larger than for a dipole to a function with small cold
spots ϑ1/2 ≈ 40◦. The value of µ where ν reaches its min-
imum is important, because it defines the region where
g′(µ) ∝ 1/ν reaches its maximum value. At any µ where
ν is much greater than its minimum value, g(µ) looks flat.
As can be seen in the upper right panel of Fig. 3, for the
red dotted line (i.e. at large ε = 10−1) g is close to 1 in a
broad region µ & 0.6. If this case happens to be in a re-
gion of parameter space where the CR anisotropy is given
by g (i.e. Eq. (11) is satisfied), the anisotropy would con-
sist of a large hot spot and a large cold spot, along the
direction of magnetic field lines. When the CR energy
decreases, the shape of the hot and cold spots decreases,
due to the aforementioned shift in of the minimum of ν
to µ → 1 (see the black dotted and green dotted lines in
the upper right panel). The black dash-dotted line cor-
responds to an even lower CR energy, ε = 10−5, for the
same δ. ϑ1/2 is smaller than for ε = 10−3. We find that

decreasing ε to values smaller than 10−5 does not ap-
preciably change the shape of g. Correspondingly, ϑ1/2
remains at its minimum in this region. In summary, the
hot and cold spots become very wide and flat when ε is
large. The half width of the hot and cold spots reaches
a minimum value of about 40◦ when ε is small. This
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Fig. 1.— (v/Λ1)/l versus ε, where Λ1 is the first eigenvalue (see Eq. (3)), for GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,1 (red lines) or IA,S,2

(orange lines), and for isotropic fast modes (blue lines or area). Left panel: Rn = Rn,1 (models A, B & E); Right panel: Rn = Rn,2 (models
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behaviour of ϑ1/2 with ε can be clearly seen in Fig. 2
(upper left panel), where we plot ϑ1/2 as a function of

ε, for eight values of δ ∈ [10−1, 10−8]. The larger δ is,
the larger is the value of ε above which ϑ1/2 significantly
departs from its minimum value. At ε fixed, increasing
δ has qualitatively the same effect as decreasing ε at δ
fixed. The thick red solid (resp. black solid) line in the
upper panels of Fig. 3 corresponds to δ = 10−3 (resp.
δ = 10−2) and ε = 10−1. By comparing the red dashed,
red solid and black solid lines, one can see that ϑ1/2 de-
creases and tends towards the limiting behaviour found
above for small ε.
We now consider two rather “extreme” cases, {ε, δ} =

{10−1, 3× 10−5} and {10−3, 3× 10−5} and plot the cor-
responding anisotropy in equatorial coordinates in the
lower left and centre panels of Fig. 3, respectively. In the
first case, ϑ1/2 > 60◦, whereas in the second ϑ1/2 < 60◦,
as can be seen in the upper right panel of Fig. 2. Both
cases lie in the forbidden region of Fig. 1, i.e., the ac-
tual anisotropy at Earth is determined by the (unknown)
boundary conditions at the ends of our flux tube, and
not by g. Nevertheless, it is useful to study them, be-
cause they exhibit particularly clearly features that are
also present in the more realistic cases. In each panel, a
large magenta region where g is nearly constant and ≃ 0
is visible. It corresponds to directions on the sky that
are almost perpendicular to the local field lines (µ ≈ 0).
For a dipole, the magenta region would cover a much
smaller area, and be barely visible with this color key.
In the lower centre panel, the cold and hot spots are
quite small. If the CR anisotropy were given by such
a function, an experiment such as IceTop/IceCube, that
observes part of the Southern hemisphere, would see only
a single tight cold spot (≃ 40◦ in size), surrounded by a
region of approximately constant flux covering the rest
of the visible sky. In the lower right panel of Fig. 3 we
show the relative CR intensity ∆N/〈N〉 as a function of
right ascension, at declinations −75◦ ≤ dec ≤ −35◦, as
would be observed if the anisotropy were given by g, for
three cases: {ε, δ} = {10−1, 3×10−5}, {10−1, 10−3}, and

{10−3, 3 × 10−5}. We keep the same line types and col-
ors as in the two upper panels. Superimposed on this,
we plot the 2 PeV data from IceTop (Aartsen et al. 2013)
using green errorbars. For the case shown in the lower
centre panel, the hot spot is almost completely out of
sight in the Northern hemisphere: ∆N/〈N〉 displays a
small cold spot and is rather flat elsewhere (see the thin
green dotted line in the lower right panel). Although the
model is ruled out by the criteria of Fig. 1, this line nev-
ertheless provides a good fit to the 2PeV data, whereas
for both cases with ε = 10−1, the size of the cold spot
is too large fit the data. For ε = 10−1, δ = 3 × 10−5,
the half-width of the hot spot is so large that it would
spill over into the Southern hemisphere and be visible to
IceTop as a big bump in ∆N/〈N〉 at ra ≈ 240◦ − 280◦.
This case is also ruled out by Fig. 1.
In summary, there is not enough freedom to permit

v/Λ1 to be sufficiently small, whilst, at the same time,
keeping ϑ1/2 small. Indeed, ε cannot be increased to

values much larger than 10−1 because the CR gyro-
radius should remain smaller than the outer scale of
the turbulence. Also, δ cannot be increased further:
δ = 10−3 already corresponds to a rather large value
of vA ≃ 300km s−1, compared to that expected in our
local interstellar medium. We show with red lines in
Fig. 2 (upper right panel) the values of ϑ1/2 for these 8
cases. The red dot corresponds to the only case outside
the shaded area in Fig. 1. Its ϑ1/2 is close to 60◦. How-
ever, v/Λ1 is strongly dependent on IA,S, and may be
substantially smaller, see below.

3.1.2. Model B (IA,S = IA,S,2 and Rn = Rn,1)

We now consider GS turbulence with a more gradual
(exponential) form of anisotropy IA,S = IA,S,2 (model B)
and calculate Dµµ numerically (see Eqs. (A3) and (A4))
for eight cases: ε = 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4, with δ =
3 × 10−5 and δ = 10−3. As can be seen in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 11 (left panels). This model more easily satisfies the
constraint on Λ1, signalling an increased CR scattering
rate. This arises from a larger contribution to ν by Alfvén
modes at medium and large values of |µ|. In Fig. 4 (up-
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Fig. 2.— Half-width of the anisotropy, ϑ1/2, for GS turbulence and isotropic fast modes, using Rn = Rn,1 (upper row) or Rn,2 (lower

row). For a dipole anisotropy, ϑ1/2 = 60◦ (thin black dotted lines). Upper left panel: GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,1 (model A)

and δ ∈ [10−8, 10−1] (see key), using the analytical formulae of Chandran (2000) for Dµµ. Upper right panel and lower panels: Dµµ is
calculated numerically. Red (orange) lines for GS turbulence with IA,S,1 (models A and C), orange lines for IA,S,2 (models B and D), and
blue lines or areas for isotropic fast modes (models E and F). Filled circles correspond to calculations with parameter values outside the
area shaded in grey, triangles to those below the grey dashed line in Fig. 1. Otherwise, no symbols are plotted. Thick lines correspond to
lines that are partially outside the shaded area in Fig. 1. Upper right panel: Solid (dashed) lines for δ = 3× 10−5 (δ = 10−3). Lower row:
ϑ1/2 as a function of ε (left), and as a function of δMA (right). See key in the lower left (resp. right) panel for the dependence of ϑ1/2 on

δMA (resp. ε).

per left panel), we compare the contributions from Alfvén
(orange lines) and pseudo-Alfvén (blue lines) modes to
ν, in models A (dashed lines) and B (solid lines), using
{ε, δ} = {10−3, 10−3}. The blue dashed and blue solid
lines are nearly coincident, i.e., the contribution from
pseudo-Alfvén modes is the same in each model. In con-
trast, the contribution from Alfvén modes in model B is
larger by up to two orders of magnitude, in the range
0.5 . µ ≤ 1. Therefore, taking an exponential cutoff in
k‖ instead of a step function makes a significant differ-
ence for CR scattering off Alfvén waves; the small but
finite power present in modes with “large” k‖, when an
exponential cutoff is used instead of a sharp Heaviside
function has a marked impact.
According to Fig. 1 (left panel), three out of the eight

cases calculated for model B are outside the shaded
area: {ε, δ} = {10−1, 3 × 10−5}, {10−1, 10−3}, and
{10−2, 10−3}. We plot ν and g(µ) in the upper cen-
tre and upper right panels of Fig. 4, using thick ma-
genta solid lines, thick magenta dashed lines, and thick
red dashed lines, for {10−1, 3× 10−5}, {10−1, 10−3}, and

{10−2, 10−3}, respectively. The scattering frequency ν
has a large peak at µ = 0, followed by a minimum in
the range µ = 0.1− 0.3, after which it recovers at larger
µ. This leads to an anisotropy g(µ) which is rather flat
in a small range of µ . 0.1, and then rapidly increases
towards unity. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (upper right
panel), the size of the hot (and cold) spot is quite large
for these three cases (indicated by large orange dots in
the upper right panel), even larger than for model A
(red lines) at the same value of ε and for the dipole
anisotropy. We calculate in Fig. 4 (lower right panel)
the resulting ∆N/〈N〉 as a function of right ascension,
at −75◦ ≤ dec ≤ −35◦, and compare it with IceTop
2PeV data. The cold spot size and shape are incompati-
ble with the data, as is also the presence of a large max-
imum around ra ≈ 250◦. Sky maps for the anisotropy
in the “least bad” case, {10−2, 10−3}, are shown in the
lower left and lower centre panels of Fig. 4: Full sky (left)
and Southern sky in the field of view of IceTop (centre).
Model B is clearly ruled out by the data.
We point out that although the size of the cold spot
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decreases with ε, (see the orange lines in the upper right
panel of Fig. 2), all cases with ϑ1/2 < 60◦ are located
well inside the forbidden region shaded in grey in Fig. 1.
For cases inside this region, we use thinner lines and do
not show results with large dots in Fig 2. The orange
triangle in this figure corresponds to the case that lies
both inside the shaded region, and below the grey dashed
line in Fig. 1. In the upper centre, upper right, and
lower right panels of Fig. 4, we plot the case {10−4, 10−3}
with thin blue dotted lines. Here again, the cold spot is
small enough to fit the 2PeV data, but only where the
anisotropy is not given by g, i.e., in where condition (11)
is not satisfied.

3.1.3. Model C (IA,S = IA,S,1 and Rn = Rn,2)

We now turn to the broad resonance function,
Rn,2, and start with IA,S,1 (model C). We calcu-
late Dµµ from Eqs. (A6) and (A7), for 13 combi-
nations of ε ∈ {10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4} and δMA ∈
{1, 0.33, 0.1, 0.033, 0.01} (see the red symbols in the right
panel of Fig. 1).
In Fig. 5 (upper left panel) we plot the contribution

to the scattering frequency ν of the n = 0 term for
pseudo-Alfvén waves using a blue, dashed line, and that
of the n = ±1 terms for Alfvén waves using an or-
ange dashed line (the solid lines will be explained in
the next subsection). The magenta dashed line corre-
sponds to the n = ±1 contribution from pseudo-Alfvén
modes (Eqn. (A8)), which is found to be subdominant
at all µ when δMA & 0.1. As in model A, scattering
around µ = 0 is predominantly provided by pseudo-
Alfvén waves, and scattering at large |µ| is dominated
by scattering off Alfvén waves. The height of the peak
at µ = 0 is smaller, but this is of little relevance for the
shape of the CR anisotropy. A more important difference
between the broad and narrow resonance functions Rn,1

(A) and Rn,2 (C) is that the width of the peak is larger in
the latter, unless δMA ≪ 0.01. This has the important
consequences of both reducing the size of the hot/cold
spots and reducing v/Λ1, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and
2.
Out of the 13 cases, three are in the allowed, non-

shaded area of Fig. 1: ε = 10−1 with δMA = 1, 0.33, 0.1.
In the upper centre, upper right and lower right panels
of Fig. 5, we plot, for these three cases, ν and g(µ), and
∆N/〈N〉 (see the line types in the key of the upper cen-
tre panel). With δMA = 1 (dotted magenta line), the
contribution from pseudo-Alfvén modes around µ = 0 is
so wide that ν is rather flat on 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1. The corre-
sponding anisotropy is then not far from being a dipole
— see the upper right panel, and it does not fit the small
cold spot in IceTop data — see lower right panel. On
the other hand, both δMA = 0.1 and δMA = 0.33 pro-
vide a good fit to the 2PeV data: they have a moder-
ately low minimum in ν at sufficiently large values of
µ ≃ 0.6−0.75 (see upper centre panel), around the tran-
sition from scattering off pseudo-Alfvén modes to scat-
tering off Alfvén modes. This leads to a rather flat g at
µ . 0.5–0.6, and to smaller hot and cold spots around
µ = ±1, in good agreement with the IceTop 2PeV data
(see the solid and dashed magenta lines in the lower right
panel). We show in the lower left and centre panels the
full-sky anisotropy (left) and the anisotropy in the field of
view of IceTop (middle) for one of these two good cases,

{ε, δMA} = {10−1, 0.1}. The presence of a flat CR flux
in a broad region in µ outside the cold and hot spots is
visible in both panels. This conceals the hot spot in the
Northern hemisphere, while providing a rather flat CR
flux outside a tight cold spot, see lower middle panel.
In the lower panels of Fig. 2, ϑ1/2 is plotted with

red lines, as a function of ε (left), and as a function of
δMA (right). Although a good fit to the 2PeV data,
the values of ϑ1/2 ≈ 45◦ − 50◦ at ε = 10−1 are not
small enough to account for the smaller cold spot in the
400TeV data. Decreasing ε causes ϑ1/2 to drop values

much lower than 40◦. As a result, {10−2, 1} is the only
point with ε < 10−1 that satisfies Eqn. (11) for 100TeV,
i.e., which is below the grey dashed line in Fig. 1 (right
panel), whilst, at the same time providing an acceptable
fit to the 400TeV data. However, ε = 10−1, δMA = 1
does not provide a good fit to the higher-energy data set.

3.1.4. Model D (IA,S = IA,S,2 and Rn = Rn,2)

We now calculate Dµµ, using Eqs. (A9) and (A10), for
the same 13 combinations of ε and δMA as in Sect. 3.1.3.
In the upper left panel of Fig. 5, we plot for

{ε, δMA} = {10−3, 0.1} the n = ±1 contribution to ν
from Alfvén modes and the n = 0 contribution from
pseudo-Alfvén modes using orange and blue solid lines,
respectively. We also show the n = ±1 contribution from
pseudo-Alfvén modes (Eq. (A11)) using a magenta solid
line. At δMA ≥ 0.1, the magenta line is below the or-
ange and blue solid lines at all µ, as was also found for
model C. At δMA = 0.01, 0.033, the n = ±1 contribu-
tion from pseudo-Alfvén modes dominates in only a small
range of µ, and its impact on g is weak. By comparing
the solid orange and blue lines to the dashed orange and
blue ones, we note that using IA,S,2 (model D) instead of
IA,S,1 (model C) again strongly increases the CR scatter-
ing off Alfvén waves, as was the case with the narrow res-
onance function Rn,1 (models A and B): at all µ, the solid
orange line is two to three orders of magnitude above the
dashed orange one. Scattering off pseudo-Alfvén waves is
only slightly increased by this change (see the blue lines).
This increased scattering is manifested in Fig. 1 (right

panel) by a reduction in v/Λ1 of one to four orders of
magnitude, so that larger portions of the orange lines
and six out of the computed 13 cases are in the permitted
region: ε = 10−1 or 10−2, with δMA = 1, 0.33 or 0.1.
Two cases, namely ε = 10−3 with δMA = 0.33 or 1,
are in the allowed region for 100TeV CR (see the grey
dashed line in Fig.1), and thence can be compared with
the 400TeV data set. The allowed region for 400TeV
CRs is somewhat smaller than for 100TeV CRs. How-
ever, it is still interesting to consider these two points at
ε = 10−3, because our coarse resolution in ε (one point
per decade) does not allow us to test more favourable
points at larger ε (e.g. ε = 2× 10−3), on the same lines
with δMA = 0.33 or 1.
In Fig. 6, we plot for these eight cases: ν (left column),

g (centre column), and ∆N/〈N〉 compared with IceTop
2PeV or 400TeV data (right column). Each δMA has
its own line type, see keys in the left column plots. In
the first row, ε = 10−1: For δMA = 1 and 0.33, the
scattering rate is about the same at all µ (left), and the
anisotropy is close to a dipole (centre). The case δMA =
0.1 is also close to a dipole, so that none of these three
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Comparison of the contributions from Alfvén modes (orange lines for n = ±1) and pseudo-Alfvén modes (blue lines for n = 0, and magenta
lines for n = ±1) to ν, for GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,1 (dashed lines) and with IA,S,2 (solid lines), both for Rn = Rn,2 (models C &

D) and {ε, δMA} = {10−3, 0.1}.

cases fits IceTop data (see the three orange dots on the
orange solid line in Fig. 2, lower right panel). For smaller
ε, ϑ1/2 decreases significantly: in the second row of Fig. 6,

ε = 10−2, and both δMA = 0.33 and 0.1 fit the IceTop
2PeV data. On the other hand, δMA = 1 remains close
to being a dipole. In the third row, ε = 10−3, and the
case δMA = 0.33 provides a sufficiently small cold spot
to fit reasonably well the 400TeV data. For δMA = 1,
the predicted cold spot is too wide.
In Fig. 7, we study the dependence of the anisotropy on

CR energy for a fixed set of parameters of the turbulence
and resonance function. We set δMA to 0.33. Since l is
fixed, a ten-fold increase in CR energy corresponds to a
ten-fold increase of ε. Accordingly, we set ε = 10−3 in
the upper row, and ε = 10−2 in the lower row. The left
column contains all-sky plots of g(µ), the centre column
the anisotropy within IceTop field of view at dec ≤ −35◦,
and the right column, ∆N/〈N〉. The IceTop data, and
their energy-dependence are well reproduced for these
values of ε and the turbulence parameters: at ε = 10−3,
the 400TeV data fits well both the small cold spot and
the large flatter region. On increasing the CR energy by
a factor of 10 (close to the nominal factor five difference
between the “400TeV” and “2PeV” datasets) the size
of the cold spot increases and the higher energy data is
then also well fitted (see lower row).
Calculations of ν and g for all cases located in the

shaded areas in Fig. 1, which were not presented in
Sect. 3.1.2–3.1.4, are given in can be found in Ap-
pendix C, Fig. 12.

3.2. Fast magnetosonic modes

We now treat the case in which the turbulent fluctua-
tions are dominated by fast magnetosonic waves, which

have an isotropic spectrum with intensity ∝ k−3/2.

3.2.1. Model E (Rn = Rn,1)

Using the narrow resonance function Rn,1, we calculate
numerically the n = 0,±1 contributions of fast modes
to Dµµ – see Eqs. (A12) and (A13), for 6 cases: ε ∈
{10−2, 10−3, 10−4}, with δ = 3× 10−5 or 10−3.
The scattering rate ν is shown in Fig. 8 (upper left

panel). There is a large, narrow peak at µ = 0, as in the
previous models of GS turbulence (A and B) with this
resonance function, which is due here to the n = 0 contri-
bution from fast modes. As in GS turbulence, the peak
broadens when δ is increased, as can be seen by compar-
ing the solid and dashed lines in the upper left panel.
The minimum is located at the value of |µ| above which
the n = ±1 term starts to dominate over the n = 0
term. An important difference compared to the corre-
sponding models of GS turbulence is that the n = ±1
contribution of fast modes is typically a few orders of
magnitude larger than that of the Alfvén modes of GS
turbulence, leading to values of v/Λ1 that are about two
to four orders of magnitude smaller than those for GS
turbulence, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1, where we
plot (v/Λ1)/l versus ε with blue lines. For all the param-
eters chosen, this quantity lies in the permitted region,
outside the shaded area. The shape of the function ν(µ)
does not change significantly with energy, (Fig. 8, up-
per left panel). Its absolute value is larger for smaller
ε, as expected. Consequently, g(µ) also does not change
significantly with energy within the energy range stud-
ied. We plot g in the upper right panel: both lines, for
δ = 3 × 10−5 and δ = 10−3, are well above the black
dashed line for a dipole. This implies that the hot and
cold spots are much wider than those for a dipole, see
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also the blue lines in upper right panel of Fig. 2. This is
in clear contradiction with existing observations. We plot
in the lower row of Fig. 8 a full sky map for δ = 3× 10−5

(left panel), the anisotropy within IceTop field of view
for the same value of δ (centre), and a comparison of
∆N/〈N〉 with IceTop 2PeV data for both values of δ
(right). These maps show no resemblance to the observed
anisotropy, which rules out this model.

3.2.2. Model F (Rn = Rn,2)

Taking now the broad resonance function, Rn,2, we
calculate numerically the n = 0,±1 contributions of
fast modes to Dµµ –see Eqs. (A14) and (A15), for 20
combinations of ε and δ: ε ∈ {10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4},
δMA ∈ {1, 0.33, 0.1, 0.033, 0.01}. In Fig. 1, (v/Λ1)/l is
shown as a function of ε as a broad, blue band in the
right panel, which illustrates the range of values we find
for 0.01 ≤ δMA ≤ 1. All values of (v/Λ1)/l are out-
side the area shaded in grey, and, therefore, viable in the
sense that the boundary layers of the the flux tube are
thin, so that the observed anisotropy should correspond
to the predicted one.
In this energy range, we find no noticeable dependence

of g(µ) on ε. Results for ν are presented at ε = 10−3, as
an example. We plot in Fig. 9 (upper left panel) ν ver-
sus µ for all five tested values of δMA. As in Sect. 3.2.1,
the minimum corresponds to the separation between the
low-µ region where the n = 0 term dominates and the
high-µ region where the n = ±1 term dominates. The
width of the peak around µ = 0 increases with increas-
ing δMA. This is reminiscent of the behaviour of the
contribution of pseudo-Alfvén modes in GS turbulence
(models C and D). Results for g(µ) are shown in the
upper centre panel. The size of the hot/cold spot de-
creases with increasing δMA in the range 0.01 − 0.33,
but at δMA = 1, where ν is almost independent of µ,
the anisotropy moves closer to the result for a dipole —
see the magenta dotted line and red dashed line in the
upper centre panel. This behaviour with δMA is also vis-
ible in the lower right panel of Fig. 2. The minimum ϑ1/2

(≃ 47◦) is reached at δMA = 0.33, although the value of
ϑ1/2 at δMA = 0.1 is not much larger. We plot our pre-
dictions for ∆N/〈N〉 and compare them with the 2PeV
data set in the upper right and lower centre panels of
Fig. 9. The cold spot is too large for δMA = 0.01, 0.033,
and 1. On the other hand, δMA = 0.1 and δMA = 0.33
provide a satisfactory fit to the data. Although ϑ1/2 is
slightly smaller for 0.33 than for 0.1, the shape of the
anisotropy appears to be slightly better at δMA = 0.1
— in the latter case, ∆N/〈N〉 is flatter in the region
around 160◦ ≤ ra ≤ 360◦, see lower centre panel. In
the lower left panel, we plot a sky map for δMA = 0.1,
as would be observed within the field of view of IceTop,
at dec ≤ −35◦. The qualitative agreement with IceTop
sky map at 2PeV is good. However, none of the val-
ues of δMA ∈ [0.01, 1] provides an acceptable fit to the
smaller cold spot in the 400TeV data. We show this in
the lower right panel which compares the two cases with
the smallest cold spots (δMA = 0.1 and 0.33) to IceTop
400TeV data set. If such a small cold spot at 400TeV
were to be confirmed in future, this could have important
implications, as we discuss below.

4. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Assuming that pitch-angle diffusion of CRs is caused
by turbulent fluctuations of the magnetic field within a
flux tube containing the Earth, the results of the pre-
vious section demonstrate explicitly that the large-scale
anisotropy can take on a variety of forms, depending on
the turbulence model and its parameters. In some cases,
(e.g., models C, D and F from Table 1, with an unrealis-
tically large δMA = 1) this can resemble a simple dipole
anisotropy. But this is not the generic form, and is also
not predicted for any reasonable scenario, including that
of isotropic fast-mode turbulence. In fact, only the physi-
cally unfounded assumption of isotropic pitch-angle scat-
tering, Dµµ ∝ 1 − µ2, leads to a pure dipole anisotropy.
It is, therefore, not only unsurprising, but also reassur-
ing that measurements of the large-scale anisotropy (e.g.,
Aartsen et al. 2013) cannot be reconciled with a pure
dipole anisotropy.
A generic feature of the models we study is that

the scattering frequency ν has a peak around µ = 0.
This corresponds to the “transient time damping” men-
tioned, for example, by Yan & Lazarian (2008). We
argue that this leads to a flattening of the large-scale
CR anisotropy in directions approximately perpendicu-
lar to the local magnetic field, which is compatible with
IceCube (Abbasi et al. 2012) and IceTop (Aartsen et al.
2013) data at energies & 100TeV. This feature may also
exist in the low-energy (∼ 10TeV) data of IceCube, see
Fig. 9 in Aartsen et al. (2016): The measured relative
intensity is rather flat on ra ≈ 0◦−100◦, i.e. in the direc-
tion opposite to the minimum at ra ≈ 200◦ − 250◦. It is
worth noting that such a feature naturally appears in all
cases of turbulence we studied, without any fine-tuning
of the theory. In the case of GS turbulence, the peak of ν
around µ = 0 is due to pseudo-Alfvén waves. In the case
of compressible turbulence, the peak is due to the n = 0
term for fast modes in Eq. (20). In physical terms, this
flattening can be understood as follows: in Eq. (12), the
CR density is ∝ x. If ν is large on −∆µ ≤ µ ≤ +∆µ,
the “last scattering surface” for CRs arriving from these
directions is relatively close to Earth. Thence, they come
from closeby regions of the local interstellar medium with
small x values, where the CR densities and distribution
functions are similar. This leads to an anisotropy, g, that
is approximately constant on −∆µ ≤ µ ≤ +∆µ.
The peak at µ ≈ 0 may appear either narrow or broad

depending on the type of resonance function and on the
level of scattering at larger values of |µ|. The dominant
contribution to CR scattering at large |µ| is shear Alfvén
modes for GS turbulence, and the n = ±1 term for fast
modes. The minimum in ν occurs around the value of µ
where the dominant contribution to scattering changes.
An important difference between the two resonance

functions we used is that Rn,2 tends to produce broader
peaks around µ = 0 than Rn,1, unless δMA is very
small (≪ 0.01). As a consequence, the half-width of
the anisotropy, which characterises the size of the spots
at µ = ±1, is usually smaller for Rn,2 than for Rn,1. We
note that this is not systematically the case: For exam-
ple, when the contribution to ν from shear Alfvén waves
at large |µ| is at about the same level as the contribution
from pseudo-Alfvén waves at smaller |µ|, the anisotropy
tends towards a dipole and ϑ1/2 → 60◦, see, for ex-
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Fig. 9.— Model F, isotropic fast modes, using Rn,2. ε = 10−3 in all panels, and each line type corresponds to a different value of
δMA ∈ {0.01, 0.033, 0.1, 0.33, 1}, see keys. Upper left panel: ν as a function of µ. Upper middle panel: g as a function of µ. Upper
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ample, model D for GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,2,
Rn = Rn,2, ε = 10−1 and δMA = 1 in Fig. 6 (upper row).
Nonetheless, in most tested cases that lie in the allowed
region in Fig. 1, i.e., where condition (11) is satisfied,
ϑ1/2 . 60◦ (resp. > 60◦) with Rn,2 (resp. Rn,1), as can
be seen by comparing the values of ϑ1/2 for the filled cir-
cles and triangles in the two panels in Fig. 2. Thus, Rn,2

can produce cold and hot spots in the direction of field
lines (µ = ±1) that are narrower than those expected for
a dipole anisotropy. In general, Rn,2 provides a better
fit to IceTop data than Rn,1, and the existing TeV–PeV
CR anisotropy data tends to favour moderately broad
resonance functions.
In all the cases studied in which condition (11) is satis-

fied, Rn,1 provides anisotropies whose ϑ1/2 are too large
to be compatible with IceTop observations. The model
of isotropic fast modes with Rn = Rn,1 can be safely
ruled out: all cases lie in the allowed region of Fig. 1,
but the shape of the anisotropy is clearly incompatible
with observations. GS turbulence with Rn,1 (models A
and B) can also be ruled out for high-energy CRs when
condition (11) is satisfied. Strictly speaking, however, GS
turbulence with Rn,1 cannot be ruled out altogether, be-
cause we cannot exclude the possibility that we live in a
region of space where v/Λ1 is too large for condition (11)
to be satisfied. In this case, the anisotropy is not given by
Eq. (15), but is, instead, completely determined by the
unknown conditions at the boundary of our flux tube,
which would make it essentially impossible ever to infer
constraints on the turbulence from measurements of the
CR anisotropy.
Using Rn,2, we find that both GS turbulence and

isotropic fast modes can fit IceTop 2PeV data. GS turbu-
lence with δMA = 0.1− 0.33, and power-sectrum IA,S,1

(IA,S,2), provides a good fit for ε = 10−1 (ε = 10−2).

For isotropic fast modes, the 2 PeV data is fitted with
the same range of δMA. Slight changes in the spectrum
IA,S for GS turbulence have a sizeable impact on the CR
anisotropy: IA,S,2 leads to a larger value of ϑ1/2 than
IA,S,1, at the same value of ε and other parameters. The
function IA,S is not explicitely specified by the theory
of Goldreich & Sridhar (1995). Cho et al. (2002) claim
that an exponential function (IA,S,2) for the shape of the
cutoff in k‖ provides a better fit to their simulations for
Alfvén modes, than the Heavside function (IA,S,1) used
by Chandran (2000). We note that a strong dependence
of ν and g on the shape of IA,S implies that the CR
anisotropy data can be used as a way to measure IA,S,
if, locally, CRs scatter on GS turbulence.
It is interesting to note that ϑ1/2 increases with CR

energy for GS turbulence (for both resonance functions),
at δ or δMA fixed. An increase of the size of the deficit
in IceTop data was reported in Aartsen et al. (2013), be-
tween the 400TeV and 2PeV sets. We find that GS tur-
bulence with IA,S = IA,S,2, Rn = Rn,2 and δMA = 0.33
provides a good fit: around ε ≃ 10−3, model D fits the
400TeV data well, reproducing its deficit at ≃ 30◦. In-
creasing the CR energy, by a factor similar to that be-
tween the two data sets, model D also fits the 2TeV
data, with the same turbulence parameters. The level of
anisotropy in the fluctuations in a GS power-spectrum
depends on |k|, being more isotropic at longer wave-
lengths: low energy CRs “see” a more anisotropic spec-
trum than those with higher energy, and, therefore, ϑ1/2

varies with CR energy. On the other hand, ϑ1/2 does
not vary noticably with energy for isotropic fast modes.
Here, CRs with different energies “see” the same angu-
lar distribution of modes with which they can resonate.
Only the normalisation is different, with more power be-
ing present at smaller |k|.
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If one takes the energy-dependence in IceTop data
at face value, the absence of changes in the shape
of the CR anisotropy with ε for isotropic fast modes
is an argument against them, i.e., against either fast
modes being isotropic, or fast modes providing scatter-
ing. Aartsen et al. (2016) show only one data set for
IceTop (1.6 PeV), and the angular size of the deficit in
the ∼ 10TeV data from IceCube does not appear to be
noticeably smaller than that in IceTop 2PeV data. Nev-
ertheless, the observation of an energy-dependence in the
half-width of the anisotropy could suggest a GS-like, |k|-
dependent anisotropy in the turbulence power-spectrum.
Given that fast-modes may suffer anisotropic damping
(e.g., Yan & Lazarian 2008), it is not entirely implausi-
ble that also their spectrum is anisotropic, and we spec-
ulate that this would produce a qualitatively similar ef-
fect. However, more detailed numerical simulations, tak-
ing into account effects such as the potential energy de-
pendence of the width of the resonance function, would
be needed to clarify such an interpretation of the data.
The applicability of our model, i.e., of the diffusion ap-

proximation in the vicinity of the Earth, is determined
by the magnitude of the smallest positive eigenvalue Λ1,
and not, as commonly assumed, the CR mean free path
(MFP), λ‖, defined by Eq. (14). Nevertheless, these
quantities are related, and, for completeness, we plot
λ‖ for the six turbulence models in Appendix B. From
Figs. 1 and 11, it is clear that a small variation in the
shape of IA,S for GS turbulence has a substantial impact,
with IA,S,2 providing a larger Λ1 and a smaller MFP
than IA,S,1, in line with the findings of Yan & Lazarian
(2002). Most of this difference can be attributed to the
contribution from (shear) Alfvén modes. A sharp cut-
off in k‖ in the power-spectrum, such as that in IA,S,1,
leads to a complete absence of these modes at large k‖

(k‖ > k
2/3
⊥ l−1/3), and, consequently, to a relatively low

scattering rate for CRs with large |µ|. In contrast, an
exponential cutoff in k‖, such as that in IA,S,2, leaves

some power in modes with k‖ > k
2/3
⊥ l−1/3, even though

most of it is concentrated in modes with wave vectors
perpendicular to field lines. It is this small increase in
power at larger k‖ that produces the strong increase in
Λ1 and the corresponding decrease in λ‖.
Our results also show that Λ1 increases (and λ‖ de-

creases) when increasing δ or δMA. Both for GS tur-
bulence and isotropic fast modes, and for a physically-
relevant δ ∼ 3×10−5, scattering is more effective with the
resonance function Rn,2 than with Rn,1, unless δMA ≪
0.1.
In the majority of cases studied, Figs. 1 and 11 con-

firm the claim of Yan & Lazarian (2002) that the MFP is
significantly smaller for isotropic fast modes than for GS
turbulence. If fast modes are present to a non-negligible
level in the local insterstellar medium, they should then
provide the dominant contribution to CR scattering.
Nevertheless, λ‖ in GS turbulence with IA,S,2 and Rn,2 is

smaller than in isotropic fast modes at ε ∼ 10−2 − 10−1.
While the problem raised by Chandran (2000) concern-
ing CR confinement in the Galaxy and the large value of
λ‖ in GS turbulence remains in most cases, we note that
using IA,S,2 and Rn,2 with large δMA decreases the ten-
sion. In this connection, it is important to note that CR

diffusion coefficients deduced from the boron-to-carbon
ratio reflect CR propagation on kpc scales, and do not
rule out a much larger value of λ‖ within our local flux
tube. Provided CRs are well confined in the halo, where
the physical conditions are different, λ‖ could be large in
the entire disk without compromising their confinement
in the Galaxy on the correct time scale.
Finally, we point out that for anisotropic turbulence

scattering can be more effective with increasing CR en-
ergy. In GS turbulence, this trend is seen in Fig. 1, and
is reflected in the decrease of λ‖ with ε in Fig 11, at
relatively large ε. This is due to the fact that the power-
spectrum of GS turbulence becomes more isotropic at
small |k|, providing more scattering. In the literature,
the CR diffusion coefficient, and, therefore, λ‖, are usu-
ally assumed to grow with energy as a power law. While
the CR spectrum favours such a dependence on energy
on the scale of the Galaxy, this does not rule out the pro-
posed local energy dependence, a subtlety that is worth
keeping in mind when analysing observables such as the
amplitude of the CR anisotropy, that depend on the local
value of λ‖.
In the absence of a CR flux along x, the effects we de-

scribe cannot be responsible for the observed anisotropy.
However, this is an unlikely scenario, because CR den-
sity gradients, which would drive a flux, are expected to
exist for three different reasons. Firstly, CRs are injected
into the Galaxy at different positions in the disk, so that
those from nearby, recent sources necessarily create a gra-
dient (e.g. Erlykin & Wolfendale 2006; Blasi & Amato
2012). Secondly, the dependence of CR density on galac-
tocentric radius also induces a gradient, and, thirdly, CR
escape in the halo may do this too. Which of these ef-
fects dominates in the vicinity of Earth is not clear, but
is also unimportant for our work. Above ≈ 100TeV, the
anisotropy flips by ≈ 180◦ with respect to its direction at
∼ 1 − 10TeV (Aartsen et al. 2016), most likely because
of a reversal of the local gradient when projected onto
the field lines in our local flux tube. This can be nat-
urally explained by a change in the dominant source of
the gradient (e.g. Ahlers 2016). Whether the anisotropy
points in one direction along the field lines, or the op-
posite, does not affect our predictions for g(µ), and our
theory can be applied both above and below 100TeV.
Haverkorn et al. (2008) measured the outer scale of the

interstellar magnetic turbulence in the disk between ∼ 1
and 100pc depending on location. Within ∼ 10 pc from
Earth, the direction of the field lies out of the Galac-
tic plane, and does not coincide with that of the kpc-
scale “regular Galactic magnetic field” which approxi-
mately follows the spiral arms (Heiles 1996; Han et al.
2006). This is consistent with our assumption of local
turbulence with an outer scale of a few tens of parsecs,
whose orientation within a coherence length determines
the orientation of our “flux tube”. This turbulence may
be driven by supernovae which can stir the interstellar
medium on scales up to ≈ 100pc. However, interstellar
turbulence may also be driven on a much smaller scale,
without affecting our study. The relevant l corresponds
to that of the turbulence in the flux tube on which CR
effectively scatter, which can also be driven, for exam-
ple, by CR streaming. For 400TeV− 2PeV CR in a few
µG field, the range ε = 10−4 − 10−1 used in our study
corresponds to l ∼ 1− 100pc.
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We point out that IceTop data (Aartsen et al. 2013)
already sets interesting constraints on the properties of
both the turbulence and CR transport, even if the 2 PeV
data alone cannot, as yet, distinguish between GS tur-
bulence and isotropic fast modes. It is also possible
that a |k|-dependent anisotropy in the power-spectrum
of fast modes would lead to an energy-dependence of the
size of the cold spot, similar to that in GS turbulence.
We expect that more stringent constraints can be set
by conducting a systematic analysis of all existing mea-
surements of the large-scale anisotropy, including those
at ∼ (1 − 10)TeV energies, and those in the Northern
hemisphere.
The opposite approach is also possible: by constrain-

ing g(µ) from observations, one can infer the shape of
Dµµ versus µ from Eqn. (15), without knowing the tur-
bulence properties, or making any assumption about the
resonance function.
IceCube and HAWC Collaborations have measured the

CR anisotropy and presented it in the form of an angular
power spectrum (Aartsen et al. 2016; Dı́az-Vélez et al.
2015). Assuming the large-scale anisotropy has the form
of a dipole, Ahlers (2014) and Ahlers & Mertsch (2015)
argued that the Cℓ’s with ℓ ≥ 2 can be understood
as arising from deviations of the anisotropy from its
ensemble-average, due to the given realisation of the tur-
bulence within a CR mean free path from Earth. Our
study raises the possibility of an alternative interpreta-
tion. Since the large-scale anisotropy predicted in our
turbulence models is not a dipole, it can a priori con-
tribute to the Cℓ’s, at any ℓ, and may dominate the con-
tribution from fluctuations about the ensemble average.
A directional analysis of the higher-order multipoles in
the data may help to disentangle these two contributions,
since multipoles arising from the large-scale anisotropy
are directed along the local magnetic field.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our results demonstrate that the large-scale CR
anisotropy is not expected to be a dipole, even for
isotropic turbulence, but instead encodes valuable infor-
mation on the statistical properties of the local interstel-
lar magnetic turbulence.
We present predictions of this anisotropy for both

Goldreich-Sridhar (GS) turbulence (Sect. 3.1), and for
isotropic fast modes (Sect. 3.2), using two types of reso-
nance function, and two parameterisations of the fluctu-
ation spectrum. Our main findings are:

• The angle-dependent CR scattering frequency ex-

hibits a peak perpendicular to the local field lines
(µ = 0). In the case of incompressible turbu-
lence, this peak is due to pseudo-Alfvén modes.
At larger values of |µ|, scattering is provided by
(shear) Alfvén modes.

• Under most conditions, a broad resonance function
produces a broader peak, leading to cold/hot spots
in the CR anisotropy in the direction of the field
lines that are smaller than those expected for a
dipole. The available data seem to favour moder-
ately broad resonance functions.

• For GS turbulence, the half width of the anisotropy
ϑ1/2 (size of the cold/hot spot) tends to increase
with increasing CR energy, and we identify param-
eters that simultaneously give a good fit both to
the 400TeV data set and the to the 2PeV data set
of IceTop (Aartsen et al. 2013).

• In contrast, isotropic fast mode turbulence does
not produce the observed change in spot size with
energy. We speculate that introducing a |k|-
dependent anisotropy in the power spectrum of fast
modes might alleviate this problem.

• We confirm that the CR mean free path is, in most
cases, significantly smaller for isotropic fast modes
than for GS turbulence. If fast modes are present
at a non-negligible level in the local insterstellar
medium, CR should mostly scatter on them. For
GS turbulence, a small change in the function used
for the cutoff in k‖ of the GS power-spectrum has
important consequences.

Observations of the shape of the CR anisotropy can
be used as a new way to probe the still poorly known
statistical properties of the turbulence. Published Ice-
Top data-sets already place interesting constraints on
the interstellar turbulence and CR transport properties,
and it is to be expected that more stringent constraints
would follow from a more detailed and systematic study
of all existing CR anisotropy data, using data from ex-
periments in both the Northern and the Southern hemi-
spheres, and at different median CR energies, down to
TeV energies.

We thank Markus Ahlers, Tony Bell, and Huirong Yan
for useful discussions.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX A: FORMULAE FOR Dµµ

We calculate Dµµ numerically, using the following formulae (k̃⊥ = k⊥l, k̃‖ = k‖l, k̃ = kl, and ξ denotes the cosine
of the wave pitch-angle with respect to the direction of local magnetic field lines):

• Model A, Goldreich-Sridhar (GS) turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,1 and Rn = Rn,1 (Section 3.1.1):

n = ±1 terms of the contribution of Alfvén modes:

DA,−1
µµ +DA,+1

µµ =
4v2(1− µ2)

3lε2

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥h

(

k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

)

J2
1 (z)

z2
vAk̃

−5/3
⊥

v2(k̃‖µ− ε−1)2 + v2Ak̃
4/3
⊥

, (A1)
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and n = 0 term of the contribution of pseudo-Alfvén modes:

DS,0
µµ =

2v2(1− µ2)

3lε2

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥h

(

k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

)

k̃2‖

k̃2‖ + k̃2⊥
J2
1 (z)

vAk̃
−5/3
⊥

v2(k̃‖µ)2 + v2Ak̃
4/3
⊥

. (A2)

• Model B, GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,2 and Rn = Rn,1 (Section 3.1.2):

DA,−1
µµ +DA,+1

µµ =
4v2(1− µ2)

3lε2

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥ exp

(

− k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

)

J2
1 (z)

z2
vAk̃

−5/3
⊥

v2(k̃‖µ− ε−1)2 + v2Ak̃
4/3
⊥

, (A3)

and

DS,0
µµ =

2v2(1− µ2)

3lε2

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥ exp

(

− k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

)

k̃2‖

k̃2‖ + k̃2⊥
J2
1 (z)

vAk̃
−5/3
⊥

v2(k̃‖µ)2 + v2Ak̃
4/3
⊥

. (A4)

We also calculate the contribution of pseudo-Alfvén modes with n = ±1:

DS,−1
µµ +DS,+1

µµ =
v2(1 − µ2)

3lε2

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥ exp

(

− k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

)

k̃2‖

k̃2‖ + k̃2⊥
(J0(z)− J2(z))

2 vAk̃
−5/3
⊥

v2(k̃‖µ− ε−1)2 + v2Ak̃
4/3
⊥

. (A5)

• Model C, GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,1 and Rn = Rn,2 (Section 3.1.3):

DA,−1
µµ +DA,+1

µµ =
2
√
πv
√

1− µ2

3lε2
√
δMA

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥
k̃
−7/3
⊥ h

(

k̃‖/k̃
2/3
⊥

)

k̃‖

J2
1 (z)

z2
exp






−

(

µ− (k̃‖ε)
−1
)2

(1− µ2) δMA






, (A6)

DS,0
µµ =

√
πv
√

1− µ2

3lε2
√
δMA

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥
k̃‖k̃

−7/3
⊥ h

(

k̃‖/k̃
2/3
⊥

)

k̃2⊥ + k̃2‖
J2
1 (z) exp

(

− (µ− vA/v)
2

(1− µ2) δMA

)

, (A7)

and

DS,−1
µµ +DS,+1

µµ =

√
πv
√

1− µ2

6lε2
√
δMA

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥
k̃‖k̃

−7/3
⊥ h

(

k̃‖/k̃
2/3
⊥

)

k̃2⊥ + k̃2‖
(J0(z)− J2(z))

2
exp






−

(

µ− (k̃‖ε)
−1
)2

(1− µ2) δMA






. (A8)

• Model D, GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,2 and Rn = Rn,2 (Section 3.1.4):

DA,−1
µµ +DA,+1

µµ =
2
√
πv
√

1− µ2

3lε2
√
δMA

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥
k̃
−7/3
⊥

k̃‖

J2
1 (z)

z2
exp






− k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

−

(

µ− (k̃‖ε)
−1
)2

(1− µ2) δMA






, (A9)

DS,0
µµ =

√
πv
√

1− µ2

3lε2
√
δMA

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥
k̃‖k̃

−7/3
⊥

k̃2⊥ + k̃2‖
J2
1 (z) exp

(

− k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

− (µ− vA/v)
2

(1− µ2) δMA

)

, (A10)

and

DS,−1
µµ +DS,+1

µµ =

√
πv
√

1− µ2

6lε2
√
δMA

∫∫

dk̃‖dk̃⊥
k̃‖k̃

−7/3
⊥

k̃2⊥ + k̃2‖
(J0(z)− J2(z))

2
exp






− k̃‖

k̃
2/3
⊥

−

(

µ− (k̃‖ε)
−1
)2

(1 − µ2) δMA






. (A11)

• Model E, isotropic fast modes with Rn = Rn,1 (Section 3.2.1):

n = 0 term for fast modes:

DF,0
µµ =

v2(1− µ2)

lε2

∫

dk̃k̃−1

∫ 1

0

dξ ξ2 J2
1 (z)

vA
(

vξk̃µ− vAk̃
)2

+ v2Ak̃

, (A12)

and n = ±1 term for fast modes:

DF,−1
µµ +DF,+1

µµ =
v2(1 − µ2)

4lε2

∫

dk̃k̃−1

∫ 1

0

dξ ξ2 (J0(z)− J2(z))
2 vA

v2
(

ξk̃µ− ε−1
)2

+ v2Ak̃

. (A13)
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Fig. 10.— λ‖/l as a function of log(ε), for GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,1, Rn = Rn,1 (model A), and for 3 values of δ: δ = 10−5

(thick magenta solid line), 3× 10−5 (red solid line), and 10−4 (orange dashed line). Dotted lines for the behaviours of λ‖/l at δ = 10−5 in

the limit of small or large ε, according to Chandran (2000): Eq. (B1) for ε ≪ −δ ln ε (black), and Eq. (B2) for ε ≫ −δ ln ε (grey).

• Model F, isotropic fast modes with Rn = Rn,2 (Section 3.2.2):

DF,0
µµ =

√
πv
√

1− µ2

2lε2
√
δMA

∫

dk̃

∫ 1

0

dξ k̃−5/2ξ J2
1 (z) exp

(

− (µ− vA/(vξ))
2

(1− µ2)δMA

)

, (A14)

and

DF,−1
µµ +DF,+1

µµ =

√
πv
√

1− µ2

8lε2
√
δMA

∫

dk̃

∫ 1

0

dξ k̃−5/2ξ (J0(z)− J2(z))
2 exp

(

− (µ− (k̃ξε)−1)2

(1− µ2)δMA

)

. (A15)

APPENDIX B: CR MEAN FREE PATHS

We calculate the scattering mean free path λ‖ using Eqs. (14) and (16). We plot λ‖/l versus log(ε) in Fig. 10 for GS
turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,1 and Rn = Rn,1. We use here the fitting formulae for Dµµ provided by Chandran (2000).
The thick magenta solid line corresponds to δ = 10−5, the red solid one to δ = 3 × 10−5, and the orange dashed one
to δ = 10−4. λ‖/l grows with ε at small ε. At such “small” values of δ, λ‖/l reaches a peak and then decreases with
ε. Chandran (2000) provided two formulae for the limiting behaviours of λ‖ at small and large ε:

• For ε3/2 ≪ −δ ln ε, i.e. at “small” ε (black dotted line in Fig. 10),

λ‖

l
≈ 3 (5/2− 3π/4)

−δ ln ε
≈ 0.43

−δ ln ε
. (B1)

• For ε3/2 ≫ −δ ln ε, i.e. at “large” ε (grey dotted line in Fig. 10),

λ‖

l
≈ 2.64 (−δ ln ε)−5/11ε−9/11 . (B2)

In Fig. 11, we plot λ‖/l versus ε, both for GS turbulence (red lines or symbols for IA,S,1, orange for IA,S,2) and for
isotropic fast modes (blue lines or area). The left panel is for calculations made with the resonance function Rn = Rn,1,
and the right panel is for Rn = Rn,2. Each line or symbol type corresponds to a different value of δ or δMA, see keys.

APPENDIX C: ADDITIONAL CALCULATIONS OF THE SCATTERING RATE AND ANISOTROPY

We present in Fig. 12 calculations of ν = 2Dµµ/(1 − µ2) × (l/v) (upper row) and g(µ) (lower row), for the cases
whose parameters are within the shaded areas in Fig. 1 —except two points for GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,2 and
Rn = Rn,2 which were studied in Sect. 3.1.4 ({ε, δMA} = {10−3, 0.33} and {10−3, 1}).
The left column in Fig. 12 is for GS turbulence with IA,S = IA,S,2 and Rn = Rn,1, the middle one for IA,S,1 and

Rn,2, and the right one for IA,S,2 and Rn,2. Each column has its own set of line types and colors, sey keys for values
of ε, δ or δMA.
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